In this paper, we propose a two-phase algorithm for solving continuous rank-one quadratic knapsack problems (R1QKP). In particular, we study the solution structure of the problem without the knapsack constraint. Indeed, we propose an O(n log n) algorithm in this specific case. We then use the solution structure to propose an O(n 2 log n) algorithm that finds an interval containing the optimal value of the Lagrangian dual of R1QKP. In the second phase, we solve the restricted Lagrangian dual problem using a traditional singlevariable optimization method. We perform a computational test on random instances and compare our algorithm with a state-of-the-art algorithm and the general solver CPLEX. The results approve the efficiency of the algorithm, especially for large-sized problems of 50, 000 variables.
Introduction
The quadratic knapsack problem (QKP) deals with minimizing a quadratic function over one allocation constraint together with simple bounds on decision variables. Formally, this problem can be written as to
subject to a x = b,
where Q is a symmetric n × n matrix, a, c, l, u ∈ R n and b ∈ R. QKP as a quadratic optimization problem is polynomially solvable when Q is positive definite matrix [11] . When Q is diagonal with strictly positive diagonal entries QKP can be viewed as a strictly convex separable optimization problem that has many applications (e.g. resource allocation [13, 12, 2] and multicommodity network flows [9] ). The solution methods for solving this type of QKPs usually rely on the fact that the optimal solution of the Lagrangian dual subproblems can be explicitly obtained in terms of the Lagrange multiplier λ of (1b). Therefore the problem reduces to find a value for λ such that the solution of the corresponding Lagrangian subproblem is satisfied in equality constraint (1b). The resulting equation is solved by different methods. Helgason et. al [9] propose an O(n log n) algorithm for solving the equation based on searching breakpoints of the Lagrangian dual problem. Brucker [3] finds an O(n) bisection algorithm based on the properties of the Lagrangian dual function. Dai and Fletcher [5] propose a two-phase method; A bracketing phase that determines an interval containing the solution followed by the secant phase that approximates the solution within the promising interval. This method is modified by Comminetti et. al [4] with ignoring the bracketing phase, and using a semi-smooth Newton method instead of the secant method.
Liu and Yong-Jin [10] consider a special case of the strictly convex form of the problem. They find the solution structure of the subproblems and use it in a modified secant algorithm.
Robinson et. al [14] use the geometric interpretation of the problem and propose an algorithm that works in the primal space rather than the dual space. This algorithm iteratively fixes variables and terminates after at most n iterations.
In more general case, when Q is positive semidefinite in (1), Dussault et. al [7] propose an iterative algorithm in which a QKP with diagonal Q should be solved in each iteration.
Paradalos et. al [11] suggest a potential reduction algorithm to solve this class of QKP. di Serafino et. al [6] propose a two-phase gradient projection that has acceptable numerical performance in comparison with similar gradient-based methods.
QKPs with positive definite Q are also solved by a gradient projection method [5] , and an augmented-Lagrangian approach [8] .
In this paper, we suppose Q is a rank one symmetric matrix, that is Q =for some q ∈ R n . Moreover we assume that 0 < u. Without lose of generality we assume that q i = 0 for each i. By the following change of variables
Sharkey et. al [15] study a class of nonseparable nonlinear knapsack problems in which one has to minimize g(s x) − c x,
where g : R → R is an arbitrary real-valued function, and s ∈ R n is given. They introduce an algorithm for solving (3) that runs in O(n 2 max{log n, φ}), where φ is the time required to solve a single-variable optimization problem min{g(S) − αS : L ≤ S ≤ U } for given α, L, U ∈ R. With g(t) = t 2 and s equals to the all-one vector, problem (2) is a special case of problem (3) . That is, there exists an O(n 2 max{log n, 1}) = O(n 2 log n) algorithm for solving problem (2) .
In this paper, we propose two-phase algorithm for problem (2) . In section 2 we study the solution structure of the bounded version of the problem in which the equality constraint (2b) is omitted. In fact, we show that the bounded version could be solved in O(n log n) time. In section 3, in phase I, we use the solution structure of the bounded version to find an interval that may contain the optimal value of the Lagrangian dual function. This is done in O(n 2 log n) time in worst case. If we are unable to find such interval, we perform phase II, in which we explore the outside of an interval obtained in the phase I to find the optimal solution. In section 4, we perform a computational test. In particular, we compare the algorithm with the algorithm proposed in [6] and the general quadratic programming solver CPLEX.
Solution structure of the bounded version
In this section we consider the following bounded version of the problem
We propose a characterization of the solution in the primal space. Note that most of algorithms for such problems use the so-called KKT conditions to study the solution structure.
Without loss of generality, we assume that c 1 ≥ c 2 ≥ · · · ≥ c n ≥ 0, and l i = 0, i = 1, · · · , n.
Given tow vectors a, b ∈ R n , we denote the set {x : a ≤ x ≤ b} by [a, b]. Finally, given vector u ∈ R n we define U k = k i=1 u i for k = 1, · · · , n, and U 0 = 0. We begin with preliminary lemmas. 
Then the following assertions hold
On the other hand, for 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1 we have
Now let m >n. Then
(ii) The second part can be easily proved considering (5) .
and G k , k = 1, · · · , n andn are defined as in Lemma 2.1. Then the following assertions hold
where e i is the ith column of the identity matrix of dimension n. Then min{f (x), f (x)} is the optimal value of the following optimization problem
(ii) Ifn = 1, then define δ = min{c 1 , u 1 }. Also definex = δe 1 . Then f (x) is the optimal value of the following optimization problem
Proof. (i) Partition the feasible region of (6) as
Indeed, we use a simple technique of single-variable calculus. Let x ∈ I 1 , then x = x(δ),
Since d 2 f (x(δ))/dδ 2 > 0 and δ > 1 2 un −1 the optimal value is achieved at δ 1 . To prove f (x) = min{f (x) : x ∈ I 2 }, by the same argument as the previous paragraph, it suffices to solve single optimization problem min{f (x(δ)) :
The proof of part (ii) is similar.
The following Corollary 2.3 states simple conditions under which the optimal solution of the problem in Theorem 2.2(i) isx orx. 
Proof. For brevity, we just prove part (i). The proof of the second part is similar. Under the assumption of part (i), we have
Theorem 2.2 solves a restricted version of problem (2) . In the following theorem, we
show that the solution of the restricted version is the solution of the original problem. 
is the optimal value of (4), wherex andx are defined as in Theorem 2.2(i).
(ii) Ifn = 1, then f (x) is the optimal value of (4), wherex is defined as in Theorem 2.2(ii).
(iii) If G k < 0 for all k = 1, · · · , n, then f (x) is the optimal solution of (4), wherex =
x (n−1) + δ e n , and δ = min{c n − U n−1 , u n }.
Proof. (i) For two vectors x, z ∈ R n we have
Let x be a feasible solution of (4). We show there exists a specially structured feasible solution x that is better than x. Indeed, let k be such that
Define vector x by
Then, clearly x is feasible for (4) and
Moreover we have
Therefor, (7) 
Now, we consider three cases for index k introduced in the definition of x : k ≥n, k <n − 2 and k =n − 1,n − 2. In the latter case, we have x (n−2) ≤ x ≤ x (n) , so the assertion is true by Theorem 2.2. We show in both the other cases there is a point in the set {x (i) } i=1,··· ,n better than x , that is f (x (i) ) ≤ f (x ) for some i = 1, · · · , n. By Lemma 2.1,
f (x (n−1) ) ≤ f (x (i) ) and the result follows by Theorem 2.2.
First, let k ≥n. Then we have
On the other hand, we have
Therefor
One can conclude the following result on the time needed to solve problem (4). Proposition 2.6. There exist an optimal solution x * for problem (2) such that |F (x * )| ≤ 1.
Proof. The Lagrangian subproblem corresponding to the optimal Lagrange multiplier is of the form (4). The result follows by Theorem 2.2.
Another consequence is that, in problem (4), if cn ≤ Un −1 ≤ cn −1 then |F (x * )| = 0. In this case, when all the parameters of the problem are integral, then the optimal solution is also integral.
The algorithm
Our algorithm consists of two phases: bounding the optimal solution, and if it fails, exploring the remaining space. The bounding phase is based on the Lagrangian dual of (2) and the solution structure of bounded version described in section 2.
Lagrangian dual
Let λ be the Lagrange multiplier of equality constraint in (2) . Then, the Lagrangian function is defined as
We have the following fact about the structure of the Lagrangian function φ. 
where f λ is the objective function of the optimization part of (8), and,
Proof. The proof is based on the four possible cases for δ 1 and δ 2 in Theorem 2.4. We omit the tedious computations for brevity. Now, one may conclude that ifn is fixed on an interval [λ a , λ b ], then φ(λ) is a piecewise function that contains exactly 3 pieces. However, the following simple example shows that this is not true. In Figure 1 we plot φ(λ) for λ ∈ [−8.36, 7.00]. We distinct three cases in (Type I), (Type II) and (Type III) We modify the implementation of the line-sweep algorithm proposed in [1] . In this algorithm, a vertical line sweeps the plane from left to right. The status of the sweep line is the ordered sequence of lines that intersecting it. The status initially contains all lines in the order of decreasing slope, that is the order of lines when they intersect with sweep line at λ = −∞. The status is updated when reaches an intersect point. For example, suppose that the sequence of four lines l , i , j and m appears in the status when reaches the intersection point of i and j . Then, i and j switch position and the intersection of lines i and m and the intersection of j and l are to be checked. The new detected intersection points are stored to proceed. The order of cost coefficient of linear term in φ(λ) is unchanged between two consecutive intersection points.
If c i (λ) < 0 for some i, then x i = 0 in the optimal solution of the φ(λ) subproblem.
We introduce a set Z to store the non-vanished variables. To do so we add a dummy line 0 : c 0 (λ) = 0. In each intersection of dummy line and the other lines, the set Z should be updated. In fact, if i intersect 0 and i ∈ Z, then we add i to Z, otherwise, if i ∈ Z, then it should be removed from Z. In other words, since we sweep the plane from left ro right, then, if i intersect 0 and a i < 0, then we add i to Z. If i intersect 0 and a i > 0 then it means i should be removed from Z. Z initially contains the set of all lines with positive slope. With this modification we guarantee that between two consecutive intersection points the set of zero valued variables is unchanged. It should be noted here that lines with equal slopes are sorted based on increasing order of c i s. We summarize the algorithm in the following Algorithm 1. This algorithm is used as the first phase in the main algorithm. 3: Initialize line indices array p = [1, · · · , n].
4:
Insert intersection points of all adjacent lines into Q. if φ(λ prev ) > φ(λ prev prev ) and φ(λ prev ) > φ(λ new ) then 12: return [λ prev prev , λ new ] as the promissing interval.
13:
end if 14:
Set λ prev prev ← λ prev .
15:
Set λ prev ← λ new . 
Similarly, for the values of λ greater than λ U B , one can find a threshold, say λ U B , such that
We summarize the whole algorithm in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 A two-phase algorithm for solving rank-one quadratic knapsack problem (2). 1: Phase I: Run Algorithm 1 to find a promising interval that contains the optimal Lagrange multiplier.
2:
if Algorithm 1 fails then 3:
Phase II: Solve optimization problems (9) and (10) and store the optimal values. 4: else
5:
Solve optimization problem max [λ 0 ,λ 1 ] φ(λ), where [λ 0 , λ 1 ] is the promising interval obtained from Algorithm 1.
6: end if 7: return the best λ found as an optimal Lagrange multiplier.
Computational Testing
In this section, we compare the running time of Algorithm 2 with some state-of-the-art algorithms and a general solver. Algorithm 2 is implemented with MATLAB and all runs are performed on a system with 2.00 GHz CPU and 3.00 GB of RAM equipped with a 32bit Windows OS. We solve single variables optimization problems (10), (9) and step 5
in Algorithm 2, using MATLAB built-in function fminbnd which is based on golden section search and parabolic interpolation.
Our testbed contains two types of randomly generated rank-one knapsack problems up to n = 50, 000 variables. In the first type, vectors a and c are integral and generated uniformly from the same interval. We denote this type by TypeI. In the second type (TypeII), vectors a and c are positive and negative randomly generated integral vectors, respectively. In Table 1 we summarize the parameter values for problem instances.
We chose the recently published conjugate gradient-based algorithm P2GP for general quadratic knapsack problems [6] . We use the MATLAB code of this algorithm publicly available by authors at https://github.com/diserafi/P2GP. As a well-known general convex quadratic programming solver, we chose CPLEX (ver. 12.5) to compare with our results. Table 2 shows the average running time for 10 runs of each algorithm/solver. In all cases, P2GP has the worst performance. For instances up to n = 1000, CPLEX has less running time than Algorithm 2, whereas for larger problems either Algorithm 2 outperforms CPLEX in the sense of running time or CPLEX encounters out-of-memory.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a two-phase algorithm for rank-one quadratic knapsack problems. To this end, we studied the solution structure of the problem when it has no resource constraint. Indeed, we proposed an O(n log n) algorithm to solve this problem. We then used the solution structure to propose an O(n 2 log n) line-sweep algorithm that either finds an interval that contains the optimal Lagrange multiplier or terminates with an interval that does not include the optimal Lagrange multiplier. In this case, we began phase II in which the outside of the interval obtained from phase I is explored. Our computational tests showed that the algorithm outperforms the recently published gradient-based method P2GP in all instances, and also showed that the algorithm has better performance than CPLEX in large-sized problems from n = 2000 up to n = 50, 000.
